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On Friday, July 2nd, 20 of the 26 political parties participating in the mUlti-party
negotiations over South Africa's future agreed to hold the country's first non-racial elections on
April 27, 1994.
It has been over three years since the release of Nelson Mandela from a South African
prison. Yet his sizeable black constituency still cannot vote. The road to democracy in South
Africa has been characterized by a slow, stop and start process during which tragedy and
disappointment have often come on the heels of signs of hope and raised expectations.

The democratic transition in South Africa officially began in December 1991 when 19
political parties came together to launch the Convention for a Democratic South Africa
("CODESA "), a multi-party negotiating forum. Hindsight has shown the timetable set by that'
forum for the transition to be overly optimistic. Specifically, an Interim Government Council
representing the 19 CODESA parties was to have been established in June 1992. An election
for a constituent assembly was to have followed a year later - June 1993.
Negotiations, however, were suspended in May 1992, just before the Interim Government
Council was to have been established. The talks were terminated completely in June 1992,
amidst accusations by the African National Congress ("ANC") and other opposition parties, that
the National Party-led government had been assisting, if not orchestrating the forces of political
violence that continued to ravage African communities. Thus, instead of preparing for South
Africa's first democratic elections, the major political players spent the balance of 1992 trying
to put the derailed negotiations back on track.
In April of this year, CODESA was reconstituted into a 26 member "Multi-party
Negotiating Forum." Although parties from the far left and the far right have now joined the
forum, the key players are still regarded to be President de Klerk's National Party ("NP") and
the ANC.
The delay in the negotiations appears to have worked mainly in favor of the government.
During the hiatus, the ANC made significant concessions on three key issues: power-sharing,
regionalism and the nature of the constitution-making process.

KEY ISSUES
Power-Sharing
Throughout the negotiations, a central issue of contention has been the government's
insistence that a traditional constitutional order based on majority-rule would not be sufficient
to protect the interest of the white minority. President de Klerk has advocated instead, a
government in which at every level of the legislative and executive branches a minority party
would have effective power to veto initiatives sought by parties representing the majority of the
population.
Initially, the ANC advocated a short transition process that would end in a winner-take-all
election. However, the Congress changed its position late in 1992 at the insistence of Joe Slovo,
one of the liberation movement's most respected leaders. Slovo contended that such an abrupt
exclusion from power would heighten the likelihood of a backlash from white extremists and
embittered moderates who would still have operational control of the Afrikaner dominated civil
service and the security forces. The ANC leadership accepted Slovo's analysis that a gradual
process of transition marked by cooperation between the ANC and those now in power would
minimize the threat to stability.
As a result of this policy shift, the ANC reached an agreement with the National Party
to share power in a "Government of National Unity and Reconstruction" which would govern
the country for at least 5 years after the election of a constituent assembly. All parties that win
.above 5 % of the vote in the April 27th elections will have a proportionate number of seats in the
Constituent Assembly/Interim Legislature and proportional representation in the Cabinet. The
President will be chosen from the majority party, but would need the approval of two-thirds of
the Cabinet for certain important decisions.
Polls predicting the outcome of the first non-racial elections vary widely. According to
one prediction, votes would be cast by the estimated 20 million electorate as follows: ANC60%; NP - 17%; Pan Africanist Congress ("PAC") - 8%; Conservative Party ("CP") - 6% and
Inkatha Freedom Party ("IFP") - 5 %, with the remaining votes distributed among other parties,
none of which would reach the 5% threshold. l However, the NP fairs much better under a
prediction made by two political scientists, Andrew Reynolds and Bernard Grofman, that the
ANC would receive 40.6% of the vote, the NP 30.2%, the IFP 11.4%, and the CP 5.7%, with
the PAC and others receiving less than 5 %. 2
Under the first scenario, the combination of ANC and PAC on the left would have
sufficient strength, i.e. 68% (more than a two-thirds majority), to dominate a NP/CP/IFP
alliance on the right. However, under the second scenario, the NP-Ied conservative alliance
would have substantial power to block the exercise of the executive powers by an ANC
President.
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Some analysts view the latter scenario as the more probable one. The ANC claims the
bulk of its support in communities that are increasingly violence ridden. The consequence of that
violence may be that a large segment of ANC supporters don't vote because of fear for their
safety.
At the conclusion of the five year period of joint rule (1999), there will be an election
for a new government based on the post-apartheid constitution, as adopted by the Constituent
Assembly (If CAlf). The ANC believes that the democratically elected CA will agree on a
constitutional order based on traditional principles of majority-rule.
Regional Powers
A second hotly contested issue throughout the negotiations has been the nature of the postapartheid state. The ANC's original position was that the future state be a unitary one, with a
strong central government, as opposed to a decentralized confederation of semi-autonomous
jurisdictions, as proposed by the government. The ANC feared that the entrenchment of
substantial powers in regional governments would enable localities (some of which stand a better
chance of being under white control than the national government) to block initiatives to redress
the social and economic inequalities created by apartheid.
The NP gained allies in its campaign for federalism from repressive homeland
governments which saw in federalism a means to maintain the status quo, insulated from internal
or international reprisal by their new status as parts of a democratic whole. The Conservative
Party and other white right-wing political groupings joined the press for powerful regions as a
route to Ifself-determination for the Afrikaner nation". Under the leadership of the IFP, and
calling themselves the Concerned South Africans Group (lfCOSAG If ), these black and white
conservative parties have refused to endorse the April 27th election date until their demands on
the question of regionalism have been met.
In order to avoid further alienation of the IFP, a frequent detractor during the
negotiations, the ANC has departed substantially from its original insistence on a highly
centralized, unitary state. Now, according to Secretary General Cyril Ramaphosa, the ANC
maintains that "regions are the levels where democracy and good government can be effectively
practiced." 3 They have agreed to strong regional governments with a substantially greater
devolution of power than originally envisaged. Regions will have exclusive powers entrenched
in the constitution.
The multi-party negotiating forum has recently adopted constitutional principles, binding
on the CA which provide for democratically elected regional governments with "appropriate and
adequate legislative and executive powers" to enable them to function effectively. While the
constitutional principles set general guidelines for determining what powers should be exclusive
or concurrent at the national or regional levels, the allocation of specific powers is left to the
CA.
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During the interim government phase, the regions will be administered by an interim
regional government that will be elected at the same time as elections for the CA. The powers,
functions and structures of those regional governments during the transition period are presently
being considered by a committee established by the multi-party negotiating forum, and will be
entrenched in an interim constitution. Regional boundaries are being set by a Delimitation
Commission. While the interim regional dispensation will not be binding W se on how the CA
gives shape to the final constitutional provisions, it will have substantial impact on it, since half
of the representatives to the CA will be elected by regional representatives.
These agreements do not go far enough, however, for the IFP. Gatsha Buthelezi,
President of the IFP, stated recently, that unless there is an agreement on federalism during the
negotiations phase that is binding on the CA, his party will withdraw from the talks. The IFP
is pushing for a con federal model that would permit regions to have strong fiscal powers, their
own militia and almost total autonomy of a variety far greater than the IFP currently enjoys as
the party in power in the KwaZulu homeland.

The Nature of the Constitution-making Process
On a number of occasions the mUlti-party talks have broken-down over disagreement
about the process by which the constitution would be drafted. The NP and its allies, have sought
to have the broadest possible scope of constitutional issues determined by the multi-party forum,
rather than a democratically elected constituent assembly, in which they are likely to be minority
parties. The ANC, initially adamant in favor of leaving decisions on all crucial constitutional
questions to the elected constituent assembly, has yielded on this point.
The agreed process is that the unelected mUlti-party negotiating forum will adopt an
interim constitution that will govern the country during the transition period. The forum will
also adopt constitutional principles that will be binding on the work of the subsequently elected
constituent assembly. Special majorities will be required to adopt constitutional provisions in the
constituent assembly and a constitutional court will exercise judicial review over the conformity
of the final constitutional provisions with the earlier principles. According to one political
analyst: .. The NP's strategy is to lock as many preconditions in as possible so that the ANC will
not be in a position to dilute them once it is the majority party. In the end, [the constituent
assembly] will basically be left with filling in the detail of a new constitution, while the
parameters within which it can maneuver are set by the multi-party forum, which is not an
elected body ... 4

TIMETABLE
The assassination of ANC and Communist Party leader Chris Hani in April, the arrest
over 70 members, including the entire negotiating team, of the PAC in May, and the June 25th
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storming of the negotiations hall by armed white right-wing protestors, placed the negotiations
perilously close to derailment. The continuation of negotiations in spite of those potentially
paralyzing events is testament to the strong resolve, particularly of the ANC, to keep the talks
on track. However, deadlines and timetables have rarely been met.
Based on the current status of the talks, the following timetable is being envisioned:
•

September 1993 - A Transitional Executive Council (TEC) will be established
which will supervise critical aspects of the government to create a "level playing
field" and "conditions conducive to a free and fair election." The TEC will
include representatives of all major political parties and, through sub-councils,
will exercise control over: 1) defense; 2) the national budget; 3) foreign affairs;
4) local government; and 5) law and order. The powers of the TEC will be
limited. Its mandate will be to assure free and fair elections solely, not to
restructure apartheid institutions. It will not have authority to co-govern. Rather,
it will exercise its oversight through a power to veto government initiatives. The
TEC will also establish two commissions. An Independent Media Commission
will control the state-owned media, the South African Broadcasting Corporation.
An Independent Electoral Commission, a body of seven to eleven people chosen
on the basis of their reputations for independence and fairness, will be given
responsibility for administering the election in order to guarantee that it is free and
fair.

•

September/October 1993 - Parliament enacts an electoral law setting the
parameters for elections for a constituent assembly.

•

April 27, 1994 - All South Africans of voting age go to the polls to elect a single
400-member Constituent Assembly (" CA"), half of whom would be elected on the
basis of proportional representation using a national party list, and the other half
elected from regional lists. All parties receiving votes of 5 % or more will be
entitled to a proportionate number of seats in the CA. Once elected, the CA
elects a president and appoints a cabinet pursuant to the requirement that all
parties elected to the CA are represented in the cabinet - The Government of
National Unity and Reconstruction (GNUR).

•

1994-1995 - The GNURICA carries out two functions: it drafts the new
constitution and governs the country in the interim.

•

1995-1999 - The GNUR continues to govern the country until the first elections
under the new constitution are held, five years after the election of the CA.
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THE MARGINALIZED PARTIES
Since the negotiations reconvened in April, there have been 26 parties participating. The
ANC and the NP continue to dominate the talks. The "sufficient consensus" required to reach
agreement on any issue, has been interpreted generally to be realized with the assent merely of
the ANC and the NP. At the margins of the negotiating forum are parties with relatively small
constituencies on the one hand, but enough power to impact substantially on the course of the
proceedings.

Inkatha and the Bantustan Parties
Chief among those is the predominantly Zulu Inkatha Freedom Party whose support base
has been pegged as between 3% to no more than 10% of the national population. Recently,
prominent conservative whites have switched their allegiance from the NP to the IFP. In
addition to the increasing white support for Inkatha, the fiery rhetoric of Inkatha leader Chief
Gatsha Buthelezi, which at times has included threats ofa civil war, has forced the major players
to grant to the IFP disproportionate influence within the negotiating forum.
Instead of elections for a constituent assembly to draft a new constitution, the IFP
strongly maintains that the Multi-party Negotiating Forum should have the exclusive mandate to
draft a permanent constitution and that non-racial elections should be held only after such a
constitution is drafted. It also opposes the installation of a Transitional Executive Council and
any form of interim government. The IFP wants to use this opportunity to exert its current
influence, which would likely be diluted in the context of a CA, to push for a con federal state
where it could enjoy substantially unfettered regional powers.
Similarly, the leaders of two of the four nominally independent homelands, Ciskei and
Bophuthatswana, have stated that they will resist efforts to reincorporate their homelands into
South Africa. While the leader of the Ciskei, Brigadier General Oupa Gqozo is expected to
capitulate without a fight because of the economic instability of his homeland, Lucas Mangope,
the ruler of Bophuthatswana, is believed to have more sound footing on which to assert
independence. His chances for success on this question, however, remain remote.

The Pan Africanist Congress
The military wing of the PAC, the Azanian People's Liberation Army (" APLA ") has been
implicated in several highly publicized fatal attacks on white civilians. The PAC claims that its
membership is growing due to the organization's principled stand on armed struggle and its
refusal to participate in the CODESA talks on the grounds that they were unrepresentative. For
the most part, there is no appreciable difference between its positions on substantive issues and
those of the ANC.

The PAC has demonstrated a determination to remain in the current negotiating forum,
in spite of the government's attempt to force it to withdraw by arresting 77 PAC members in a
mass police action. The government maintains that the PAC should not be allowed to participate
in the forum unless and until it pledges to abandon its military activities. The PAC maintains
that its armed attacks are reprisals for continued government-sponsored violence in African
communities.
The Conservative Party

Since the initiation of a negotiated settlement in South Africa, the rallying cry of the
predominantly Afrikaner Conservative Party has been "self determination," which for the CP,
ideally, would translate into a self-governing Afrikaner state or Volkstaat.
Recent reports have suggested that the CP, like Inkatha, is winning over white support
from the NP. According to a recent survey by the South African based Human Sciences
Research Council, the support among whites for the NP has dropped from 75% to 50% while
support for the CP has risen to 29 %. Analysts see this shift as a reflection of the disenchantment
with the NP more than an acceptance of CP policies.
Going into the mUlti-party negotiating forum the CP committed itself to 5 bottom line
demands: 1) that Codesa be considered a dead forum; 2) that the right of nations to determine
their own affairs in their own territories be guaranteed; 3) that maximum autonomy be accorded
to the regions; 4) that Umkhonto we Sizwe (the military wing of the ANC) be banned and that
all arms caches be surrendered; and 5) that the concept of a unitary state be abandoned.
More recently the head of the CP, Ferdi Hartzenberg, threatened that if the Afrikaner
people are not able to achieve self-determination through negotiations, they will resort to
resistance politics. According to Hartzenberg, such resistance would become manifest in the
form of "the ten plagues." The first plague would be a demonstration at the constitutional talks.
The final plague, in the event that all previous measures fail, would be violence. While a
leading member of the CP was recently arrested in connection with the assassination of Chris
Hani, the CP continues to disassociate itself from any involvement in the killing.
Other Right-Wing Activity

The recent attacks on white civilians by APLA have stirred the passions of right wing
groupings in South Africa which would like to see the progress away from an apartheid state
reversed or alternatively, a separate and autonomous Afrikaner homeland established. Shortly
after the spate of attacks on white civilians after the Hani killing, a group of former security
force generals formed a Committee of Generals ("CoG") to mobilize the right-wing. They have
also assumed the leadership of a loose coalition of right-wing organizations called the Afrikaner
Volksfront ("AVF").
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Some observers subscribe to the theory that the Hani assassination and the formation of
CoG were linked. According to this theory the assassination of Hani was intended to ignite
black backlash which would in tum stir up white fears and insecurities, creating the perfect
opportunity for a group such as CoG to inspire Afrikaner nationalism and generate greater
support for a separate Afrikaner state. According to one report, it is the view of the members
of the CoG that the CP is not doing enough to push the Volkstaat agenda. Rather, the generals
are anxious to move the right-wing from parliamentary politics to extra-parliamentary resistance.
However, there is already evidence of a split among the ranks of the leadership of the AVF
between those who still favor a negotiated settlement and those who favor an armed struggle.
The armed struggle threat has a degree of credibility, since many Afrikaners who identify
with the right are current or former members of the security forces and have significant access
to firepower. In addition, observers have hinted that the formation of CoG may have heightened
the possibility of a mutiny within the ranks of the security forces. According to the head of an
Afrikaner dominated trade union, the general membership of his union would rather take
instructions from retired General Con stand Viljoen, chairman of the Committee of Generals, than
from a present SADF general. Although General Viljoen has been under pressure to reject some
of the more militant elements of the right wing, such as the group that stormed the negotiations
building in late June, he has demonstrated a willingness to accept them as partners in the struggle
for Afrikaner self-determination.
While there is wide speculation on the military capabilities of the right-wing, most dismiss
these groupings as fringe formations incapable of sophisticated destabilization strategies of the
kind that could have a major impact on the democratic process. The Hani assassination,
however, was a deeply disturbing reminder of the power of a single act.

SANCTIONS
Given the urgent need to address South Africa's sagging economy, a three year recession
and an unemployment rate approximating 40%, the ANC has now retreated from its initial
position that an interim government be installed before it calls for the lifting of sanctions.
Instead, the ANC now cites the setting of a date for elections, the establishment of a Transitional
Executive Council and the enactment of enabling legislation for the transition as the triggering
events. So far, only the first condition has been met.

Once the remaining conditions are met, the ANC is expected to issue a call for the lifting
of all diplomatic, trade and financial sanctions. The ANC is expected to call for the maintenance
of the arms and oil embargoes until a democratic government has been installed. Once the
investment sanctions are lifted, the ANC will encourage the international community to seek
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active ways of involving "those who were marginalized by apartheid in the projects of investment
that they embark upon. "

ADDITIONAL OBSTACLES TO A SMOOTH TRANSITION

What has remained constant throughout the negotiations process is the intense political
violence which continues to pose the greatest threat to a smooth and timely transition to
democracy in South Africa. While average levels of violence have diminished slightly from the
high of 1992, the announcement of a proposed election date appears to have re-ignited simmering
tensions. In the four days following the announcement, 130 people were killed in political
battles. Earlier, in April, the Rani assassination triggered a dramatic increase from levels of
violence occurring in the first three months of the year. The average number of deaths
attributable to political violence for the first three months of 1993 was 178. The toll for April
jumped to 259, followed by 302 for May. 5
Other formidable problems also augur ill for the stability of the transition: the declining
economic situation, intolerant political attitudes, an increasingly marginalized "lost" generation
of teenagers, unrealistic expectations and the growing divide between the "elite" negotiators and
their constituent base. South Africa's future depends on the ability of its leaders to sidestep these
and other yet unforeseen pitfalls.
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Survey conducted by Mark Orkin of the Community Agency for Social Enquiry (C.A.S.E.) in association
with Research Survey.
A Shock in the Making? by Andrew S. Reynolds with a mathematical appendix by Bernard Grofman,
University of California at Irvine, January, 1993.
Southscan (London) 12 March 1993 at 73.
The WeekJy Mail (SA), May 21 to 27 1993 at 2.
Human Rights Commission, ·Summary Report on Repression for the Month of May 1993.·
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